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In 2005, Cornwall Property Finders took on a small number of
clients by specialising in locating and assessing properties for their
qualities as homes, letting units or as investments for further
development. The growing reputation of Cornwall Property Finders
encouraged the business to re-launch as a refined and complete
property consulting agency under the apt slogan: Properties For
One & All.
Company owner Victoria Boughton said: “We are a small,
friendly company dedicated to help fulfill aspirations by
paying utmost attention to details, presenting you with
accurate in-depth information on all local issues, as well as
providing you with a personal agent and friend on the
spot.”
Victoria’s scope of wisdom, attention to detail and passion extends
beyond just the technical information of house types and sizes, and
encompasses knowledge of where the sun rises and sets, why one
side of a valley would make a more pleasant environment than the
other, the ability to look at a place in the summer and imagine it in
the winter, or to look at it in the winter and predict what impact, if
any, the influence summer visitors may have and the instinct to
know that one end of a terrace is more desirable than the other.
Such knowledge can only come from living and breathing the
Cornish air all one’s life!
Today, Victoria enjoys the independence that having her own
company brings. She prides herself in enjoying all aspects of the
property market and delivers a first class service; a service where
giving priority to the client and listening to their wants and needs is
paramount. “I thrive on the opportunity to demonstrate that there
are reputable property agents that genuinely value their clients.
Your first home is one of the biggest assets you are ever likely to
own, so it is paramount that you are able to trust the agent that is
helping you to acquire it. As a woman and a mother, I can relate to
the concerns and wishes of families seeking a new home. Local
information such as schools, community facilities, leisure activities
and employment are all second nature to me.”
“As a property professional with many years of experience, my
expertise and practical ability have been thoroughly tried, tested
and proven. For busy people balancing their current commitments
along with the need to sell or find a new home, I can ensure you
that Cornwall Property Finders will cater for your every property
need.” www.cornwall-propertyfinders.co.uk

